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eetmg #4: Public Realm -Transportation and Streetscapes
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Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting1!t14sili\D!WiticReahd Streetscapes
Exercise #2 - Homework: Public view corridors, height and bulk
Take the 30 Fairhaven Map on a walking field trip to understand the existing built environment in
advance of the next session.
Take notes of your findings and bring them back to share on June 22"d, or send in advance to
Nicole Oliver at noliver@cob.org.
~

1.

Identify key public

vie~jgrrid.ors on the map and describe them below.
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Look at the building heights as marked on the map and notice how the heights change from block
to block, and how the topography works with the buildings. Describe building bulk, setbacks,
entry accessibility, and how the buildings relate to the street.
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Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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2.

Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Identify streetscape amenities that work or don't work and describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc.
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*The.Draft Fairhaven NeighbOlhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies tft:ltollowing ,, ,::._.,,_, ,,
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Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11 " Street/Finnegan Way and 1z'" Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 81" and 61" Streets
1
Intersection of 10 " Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.
1
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Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Consider ~ignage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc.
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following

missing links:

Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11th StreeUFinnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8th and 5th Streets
Intersection of 10th Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:

1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
_ pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimoda! Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaveri Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11th Street/Finnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at H<;irris Avenue at 3th and 5th Streets
Intersection of 1ath Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:

1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Identify streetscape amenttres th~i WdrR or dor#work 'and de cri why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc.
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'The Draft Fairhav&rr7iieighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:

•

Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail d~'f'IY connecting the Fajrh..?Yr~ Vill~ge Gr~.and !he Bal'.<\ ,
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Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neigh.borhood has
fo lowing locations to stJdy
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11th StreeUFinnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 81h and 61h Streets
Intersection of 1o'h Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:

1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing Jinks above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinatiRn~ (i.e. sc.hools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting,
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Identify streetscape amenities that work or don't work and describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc .
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:

Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
·with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11th Street/Finnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8th and 5th Streets
Intersection of 10th Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.
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Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:

1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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Identify streetscape amenities that work or don'.! work and describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc.
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:

Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11'" StreeUFinnegan Way and 12'" Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8'" and 6'" Streets
Intersection of 10'" Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.
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Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:

*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:

Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue atthe 11th StreeUFinnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 3th and 6th Streets
Intersection of 1oth Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm ~Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
,
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stoR, etc.)
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Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Identify str~t6~ ~rfe5nit~fk~bn't ~ a~ describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich b~ards, lighting, etc.
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
1

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11 " Street/Finnegan Way and 12'" Street.
1
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8 " and 61" Streets
1
Intersection of 10 " Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with. the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.
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Identify streetscape amenities that work or don't work and describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail size, accessibility, furniture, street trees, bike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc.
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and the_n along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch alon the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs alon
adden Creek to the Off-leash Dog ar ;
'
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven illage Gree and the Bay.~
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11'" Street/Finnegan Way and 12'" Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8'" and 6'" Streets
Intersection of 10'" Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, Dicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links aDove are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and Dike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools, grocery store, Dus stop, etc.)
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2.

Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe, and descriDe why. Consider lighting, crossings, Dlind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visiDility, etc,
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*The Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:
Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:

Shoreline trail connection Detween Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a Dranch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.
Crosswalks: The Fairhaven NeighDorhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:

Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11 1h Street/Finnegan Way and 12'h Street.
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 81h and 61h Streets
Intersection of 1o•h Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
Bay Trail.

Fairhaven Neighborhood and Urban Village Plan
Meeting #4: Public Realm - Transportation and Streetscapes
Exercise #1: Neighborhood Connections*
Use maps and other resources to:
1.

Identify the pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections and crossings are missing. Do you agree
that the missing links above are the most important, or are there others? Consider the key
pedestrian and bike routes to popular destinations (i.e. schools. grocery store, bus stop, etc.)
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2.

Identify areas that feel safe or unsafe. and describe why. Consider lighting, crossings, blind
spots, crime, loitering, graffiti, littering, lack of eyes on street, visibility, etc.

3.

Identify streetscape amenities that work or don't work and describe why. Consider signage,
sidewalk/trail si':et accessmility1furniture, street trees, ~ike racks, sandwich boards, lighting, etc. {
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*The. Draft Fairhaven Neighborhood Plan Multimodal Transportation Chapter identifies the following
missing links:

Trails: Missing trail system links may require private property acquisition, redevelopment, or
rezoning of particular areas. These identified missing links include:
Shoreline trail connection between Taylor Ave. Dock and South Bay Trail at Douglas Ave;
Trail connection from Douglas Ave. to the Bay and then along the shoreline to Marine Park,
with a branch along the east side of the Padden Lagoon to meet the trail that runs along
Padden Creek to the Off-leash Dog Park;
e.,, $
and a trail directly connecting the Fairhaven Village Green and the Bay.

t{,.

Crosswalks: The Fairhaven Neighborhood has identified the following locations to study for
additional crosswalks as growth and new development may warrant:
Crosswalks at Knox Avenue at the 11 '" Street/Finnegan Way and 12'" Street.
1
1
Crosswalks at Harris Avenue at 8 " and 6 " Streets
1
Intersection of 10 " Street and Mill Avenue, connecting Fairhaven Village Green with the South
BayTrail.
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